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 Do Not Pass Go 
Let the children once see clearly the 

gross injustice of our present land system 
and… the evil will soon be remedied. 

Elizabeth Magie, 1901L IZZIE MAGIE WAS RAILROADED.   
   As in: Pennsylvania, B&O, Reading, and 
Short Line. But regrettably, none of the guilty 
players would ever ‘Go Directly to Jail.’
    The popular board game of Monopoly has 
been the source of countless familial feuds 
over the years, even inciting the occasional 
flipped board or similar outbreak of violent 
frustration. But this really shouldn’t surprise 
anyone familiar with the game’s history, 
because Monopoly was never meant to be fun.
   Elizabeth Magie invented The Landlord’s 
Game in 1904, intending it to be an 
educational tool, teaching young players the 
evils of unbridled capitalism—or more 
specifically, the rentier economy based on 
the unchecked accumulation of property.

    The Landlord Game, original 1905 edition by Lizzie Magie                        

   A Quaker, Magie was a follower of  the 
economist Henry George, who advocated 
railroads and utilities be removed from the 
control of private monopolies and—along 
with land—be held as common property.    
   While The Landlord’s Game contained 
most of the features familiar to anyone who 
has played Monopoly—with innovations 
like a ‘continuous path’ board with four 
corners and nine spaces on a side, properties 
named for streets, railroads and utilities 
which players could purchase and develop
—a later version included a second game 
called Prosperity, played on the same board 
but with a very different set of rules.   
   Incorporating George’s tenets of public 
ownership, Prosperity invariably resulted in 
widespread prosperity for everyone, rather 
than Monopoly’s ‘winner take all’ outcome. 
Notably, players could vote to switch rules 
in mid-game, in order to demonstrate the 
advantages of George’s economic system.



  Magie spent years designing The Landlord’s 
Game, working in the evenings after return-
ing from her day job as a stenographer. 
She began sharing homemade versions of 
the game with friends in her local Maryland 
community, patenting the design in 1904 
and self-publishing it the following year.
Copies eventually found their way to the 
resort town of Atlantic City, New Jersey, 
where the game became popular among 
students and the local Quaker community. 
   One of the members of a group which 
gathered there regularly to play, Charles E. 
Todd, happened to be a hotel owner, and 
one evening Todd brought along a hotel 
guest, Charles Darrow, along with his wife. 
   It was the Depression, and Darrow—an 
unemployed ne’er-do-well living off his 
pregnant wife’s earnings—seized upon the 
game as his ticket out of poverty. He took 
the idea to Robert Barrow, president of the 
prominent game company Parker Brothers, 
which published it in 1935 under its already 
more commonly-known name, Monopoly.
   The game was an overnight sensation, 
selling nearly a million copies in its first 
year alone, and rescuing Parker Brothers 
from bankruptcy. (Ironically, Magie had 
herself tried to interest Barrow in the game 
as early as 1910, but he rejected it as being 
overly complicated and ‘too political.’)
   Less than a month later, Barrow 
discovered that Darrow was not the sole 
inventor as he had claimed, despite being 
granted his own for it patent in 1933. 
Barrow immediately sought out Magie, 
offering to buy out her rights, and in order 
to secure her consent, he reluctantly agreed 
to publish The Landlord’s Game alongside 
Monopoly. Parker Brothers paid her a mere 
$500, which—probably being less than the 
cost to her of the patent—might as well 
have been paid in Monopoly money.

   Unbeknownst to Magie, having secured a 
generous royalty from Parker Brothers, 
Darrow was already well on his way to 
becoming a multi-millionaire. But the 
elderly widow was content, as she put it,  to 
“not make a dime”—happy that her game 
would now be widely available, promoting 
George’s egalitarian economic philosophy.
   Predictably, Barton published a few 
hundred copies of The Landlord’s Game—
enough fulfill his legal obligation—before 
burying it as “completely worthless.” 
Magie was heartbroken, and after several 
unsuccessful attempts to gain redress in the 
courts, died in obscurity in 1948 at age 81. 
Darrow—promoted for decades thereafter 
as the game’s sole inventor by Parker 
Brothers’ public relations machine—became 
a folk hero, as well as extraordinarily rich.   
   Faced with a number of unauthorized spin-
offs in the 1970s, notably Anti-Monopoly 
(which resurrected Magie’s original educa-
tional intent), Parker Brothers lobbied  
Congress and had trademark laws revised. 
The company’s successor, Hasbro, currently 
retains sole rights to the game, which by 
now has sold over a quarter billion copies.
   Ironically, by ‘monopolizing’ the game of 
Monopoly, while deliberately hiding its true 
origins, Darrow and Barton helped to 
promote the very thing the game was 
originally designed to rebuke. In some 
respects, Darrow’s ability to ‘steal the game 
fair and square’—as he put it—could be 
seen as a metaphor for capitalism itself.     
   Magie designed her game in order to 
expose the drawbacks of monopoly land 
ownership, but it seems we may have all 
learned the wrong lesson from it. 
   In any event, one feature of both The 
Landlord’s Game and Monopoly remains all 
too apropos to the story: 
   The ‘Get Out of Jail Free’ card. ◾


